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ABSTRACT

Using artificially controlled ferromagnet (FM)–semiconductor (SC) interfaces, we study the decay of the nonlocal spin signals with
increasing temperature in SC-based lateral spin-valve devices. When more than five atomic layers of Fe are inserted at the FM/SC interfaces,
the temperature-dependent spin injection/detection efficiency (Pinj=det) can be interpreted in terms of the T

3
2 law, meaning a model of the

thermally excited spin waves in the FM electrodes. For the FM/SC interfaces with the insufficient insertion of Fe atomic layers, on the other
hand, the decay of Pinj=det is more rapid than the T

3
2 curve. Using magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements, we find that more than five

atomic layers of Fe inserted between FM and SC enable us to enhance the ferromagnetic nature of the FM/SC heterointerfaces. Thus, the
ferromagnetism in the ultra-thin FM layer just on top of SC is strongly related to the temperature-dependent nonlocal spin transport in SC-
based lateral spin-valve devices. We propose that the sufficient ferromagnetism near the FM/SC interface is essential for high-performance
FM–SC hybrid devices above room temperature.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0048321

I. INTRODUCTION

For semiconductor (SC) based spintronics devices, electrical
spin injection through a ferromagnet (FM)/SC interface, spin trans-
port in the SC channel, and the electrical detection of the spins at
another FM/SC interface has been explored.1–3 To date, there are
lots of studies on temperature-dependent spin signals detected by
local and/or nonlocal magnetoresistance measurements in spin-
valve devices consisting of FM–SC hybrid structures.3–15 In particu-
lar, it is believed that the temperature-dependent degradation of

spin signals in FM–SC hybrid structures is attributed to the spin
relaxation in the SC spin-transport channel and/or the decay of the
spin polarization of the FM/SC interface. In this context, the spin
relaxation mechanism has already been discussed theoretically
based on the phonon-induced spin-flip momentum scattering due
to the spin–orbit coupling in host SC materials.16–21 In addition,
the detailed spin relaxation mechanism in various SCs has been
verified experimentally by analyzing Hanle-effect curves at various
temperatures, obtained from nonlocal spin transport measurements
in lateral spin-valve (LSV) devices.7,12–15 Thus, the influence of the
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external temperature on the spin relaxation in SCs has deeply been
understood in FM–SC hybrid structures.14,16 On the other hand,
although the importance of the spin polarization at the FM/SC
interface including the band-symmetry matching effect has been
discussed for highly efficient spin injection and detection in
FM–SC hybrid structures,22–24 a few works on the influence of the
external temperature on the spin polarization of the FM/SC inter-
face have been reported because the very small spin signals at
higher temperatures have prevented the accurate discussion.7,25

Recently, we demonstrated an efficient spin injection into
(111)-oriented germanium (Ge) in LSV devices using the finely
controlled Schottky-tunnel contacts consisting of an epitaxial
Co-based Heusler alloy Co2FeAl0:5Si0:5 (CFAS) and Fe atomic
layers, where the efficient spin injection would be induced by the
symmetry matching of electronic bands between CFAS and Ge
along [111].26 Since lots of novel physical phenomena have been
reported for (111)-oriented Ge,27–30 it is further important to
explore spintronic technologies for the use of Ge(111) on the
CMOS platform. In addition, there is almost no study on the influ-
ence of the external temperature on the lateral spin transport
detected by the various FM/SC contacts because it is generally diffi-
cult to intentionally control the FM/SC conditions for discussing
the spin injection/detection efficiency in FM–SC LSV devices.

In this article, we study the detailed temperature-dependent
nonlocal spin signals in SC-based LSV devices with FM/SC hetero-
structures with artificially controlled interface conditions. When
more than five atomic layers of Fe are inserted between FM and
SC, the temperature-dependent nonlocal spin signals are markedly
improved, indicating the suppression of the decay of the spin injec-
tion/detection efficiency (Pinj=det) with increasing temperature.
The improved features can be interpreted in terms of the T

3
2 law,

meaning a model of the thermally excited spin waves in the FM
electrodes. For the FM/SC interfaces with the insufficient insertion
of Fe atomic layers, on the other hand, the decay of Pinj=det is more
rapid than the T

3
2 curve. Using magneto-optical Kerr effect mea-

surements, we also verify that more than five atomic layers of Fe
inserted between FM and SC enable us to artificially enhance the
ferromagnetic nature of the FM/SC heterointerfaces. Thus, the fer-
romagnetism in the FM layer (�1 nm) just on top of SC is strongly
related to the temperature-dependent Pinj=det in SC-based devices.
This study implies that the sufficient ferromagnetism near the FM/
SC interface is essential for high-performance FM–SC hybrid
devices above room temperature.

II. FM/SC DEVICES AND MEASUREMENTS

A. Artificially controlled FM/SC interfaces

We prepare five different Ge-based LSV devices with artifi-
cially controlled FM/SC interface conditions. Schematics of the
prepared FM/SC interface structures and of the fabricated LSV
devices including the artificially controlled FM/SC electrodes are
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The CFAS/FeN /Ge
(left) and Fe/Ge (right) Schottky-tunnel-contact structures were
formed by low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy,13,14 where
the number of the inserted Fe atomic layers, FeN , was changed
experimentally to zero (Fe0), two to three (Fe2), five to six (Fe5),
and ten (Fe10) in this study. Here, we call Fe/Ge [right in Fig. 1(a)]

Schottky-tunnel-contact structure as Feonly. As a spin transport layer,
a 140-nm-thick phosphorus (P)-doped n-Ge(111) layer (doping
concentration �1019 cm�3) was grown on the Ge buffer layers on
Si(111) substrate, where the buffer layers were composed of
low-temperature (350 �C) and high-temperature (700 �C) grown
Ge layers with thicknesses of �28 and �70 nm, respectively. To
promote the tunneling conduction at FM/SC Schottky interfaces,
two P δ-doped Ge layers with an ultra-thin Si insertion layer were
formed between FM and the Ge spin transport layers.31,32 Prior to
the growth of the 8-nm-thick CFAS or Fe layer, we inserted the Fe
atomic layers (FeN ) by controlling the deposition time with a
Knudsen cell of Fe. The CFAS and Fe layers were grown below
80 �C to avoid atomic interdiffusion at FM/SC interface and/or
formation of reaction layers.

The fabrication processes of the LSV devices are simply shown
as follows. After the growth of the CFAS or Fe layer, the
CFAS/FeN /Ge layer or Fe/Ge layer including the two P δ-doped
layers were patterned into the FM/SC electrodes with the size of
0:4� 5:0 μm2 and 0:5� 5:0 μm2. Here, the smaller one has a
pointed-end shape to induce the shape-induced anisotropy along
the long axis. Note that since the two P δ-doped layers were
removed in the spin-transport channel layer, the spin transport
shown in this article was not influenced by the P δ-doped layers.33

The edge-to-edge distance (d) between the FM/SC electrodes is
designed to be �0:45 μm. For all the LSV devices in this article, the
width, thickness, and impurity doping concentration of the n-Ge
spin-transport layer are the same in addition to the size of the
FM/SC contacts. That is, the spin transport properties in the n-Ge
channel are almost the same among the fabricated devices. A cross-
sectional high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) image of CFAS/Fe5/Ge was

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of (a) the cross section of the artificially controlled
FM/SC electrodes consisting of CFAS/FeN /Ge (left) and Fe/Ge (right)
Schottky-tunnel contacts and (b) a fabricated LSV devices for four-terminal non-
local voltage measurements.
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observed. As a result, the out-diffusion of the Ge atoms toward the
top CFAS layer was clearly suppressed for Fe5 compared to that for
Fe0 in Ref. 24.

B. Four-terminal nonlocal measurements

Four-terminal nonlocal voltages are measured in the terminal
configurations shown in Fig. 1(b).34–37 We defined the nonlocal
magnetoresistance ΔRNL as ΔVNL/INL, where ΔVNL was recorded as
a function of applied in-plane magnetic field (By) under the appli-
cation of INL. Here, INL is the applied bias current for four-terminal
nonlocal voltage measurements. For example, the negative sign of
INL in nonlocal measurements represents spin injection conditions,
i.e., spin-polarized electrons are injected from CFAS or Fe to
the conduction band of n-Ge. According to the one dimensional
spin-diffusion model,34–37 the value of ΔRNL can be expressed as
follows:

ΔRNL ¼
P2
inj=detρNλN

S
exp � d

λN

� �
, (1)

where Pinj=det is the spin injection/detection efficiency in nonlocal
measurements. For estimating Pinj=det from jΔRNLj, we used the
resistivity of the Ge channel layer (17.4 � ρN � 21.1Ω μm) and the
cross-sectional area (S) of 0.98 μm2. Also, the spin-diffusion length,
λN, of the used Ge channel layer was already estimated from the
Hanle-effect analysis3,14,35 and was varied from 0.83 μm at 8 K to
0.47 μm at 296 K, which were consistent with those in the previous
works.13,38,39 The interface resistance area product [RA (Ωμm2)]
value for the used FM/SC interfaces is much larger than that of the
spin resistance of the Ge channel layer [rN ¼ ρNλN (Ωμm2)] in the
whole temperature range, where the temperature dependence of RA
is very small because of the presence of the P δ-doped layer for the
FM/SC Schottky-tunnel contacts.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature-dependent nonlocal spin signals

Figure 2(a) shows representative nonlocal magnetoresistance
(ΔRNL ¼ ΔVNL/INL) as a function of By for LSV devices with Fe0
(black), Fe2 (green), Fe5 (blue), and Fe10 (purple) at 8 K. Clear
nonlocal hysteresis curves are observed for all the LSV devices,
indicating that electrical spin injection and detection via lateral
spin transport in n-Ge are experimentally demonstrated.14,26,33

To compare these data, we also examine the nonlocal spin trans-
port for LSV devices without forming the CFAS layer, i.e., only an
epitaxial Fe layer on Ge (Feonly). As shown in the insets of Fig. 2(c),
the epitaxial growth of the top Fe layer on Fe5/Ge can be confirmed
in in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
observations. Figure 2(b) shows a four-terminal nonlocal magneto-
resistance and Hanle-effect curves at 8 K for the LSV device with
Feonly spin injector and detector. This means that evident and reli-
able spin transport behavior are also observed even in the LSV
device without forming CFAS at 8 K.14

In the main panel of Fig. 2(c), we show the histogram of
the jΔRNLj values at 8 K for various interface conditions
(CFAS/FeN /Ge), together with that for Feonly (without CFAS).

Notably, the data in this figure are different from that in Ref. 26
because the LSV devices used in this study are newly fabricated.
The magnitude of spin signals, jΔRNLj, for the LSV device with Fe5
is one order of magnitude larger than that for the LSV device with
Fe0. In our previous work,26 we clarified that the enhancement in
jΔRNLj arises from the improvement of the quality of the B2
ordered CFAS near the interface, leading to the promotion of the
spin injection of highly spin-polarized electrons via the energy-
band symmetry matching between CFAS(111) and Ge(111). When
the spin transport in the LSV with Fe10 was investigated, the value
of jΔRNLj was relatively decreased compared to that with Fe5. The
detailed mechanism was already discussed in Ref. 26, and the
values of jΔRNLj were tunable intentionally by changing FeN from
zero (Fe0) to ten (Fe10). Although the observed tendency in this
figure is similar to that in Ref. 26, the jΔRNLj value for the LSV
device with Fe0 is slightly lower than that in Ref. 26 because of the
slight difference in the atomic interdiffusion at the FM/SC inter-
face. In this study, as the jΔRNLj value for the LSV device with only
the epitaxial Fe layer is added to the histogram, we find that it is

FIG. 2. (a) Nonlocal magnetoresistance curves at 8 K for LSV devices with Fe0
(black), Fe2 (green), Fe5 (blue), and Fe10 (purple). (b) Nonlocal magnetoresis-
tance (red) and Hanle-effect (blue) curves 8 K for the LSV device with Feonly
spin injector and detector. (c) Histogram of the j ΔRNL j values at 8 K for
various LSV devices with Fe0, Fe2, Fe5, Fe10, and Feonly. The inset pictures are
RHEED patterns during the growth of Fe on Ge(111).
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larger than that for the LSV device with Fe0 at 8 K. Using the LSV
devices with artificially controlled FM/SC interface conditions, we
explore the temperature dependence of the nonlocal spin signals.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of jΔRNLj for
various LSV devices with all the FM/SC conditions. The insets are
relative jΔRNLj, normalized by the data at 8 K. Although the values
of jΔRNLj decrease with increasing temperature for all the LSV
devices, the decreases for the LSV devices with Fe0 and Fe2 are rela-
tively rapid. In other words, the degradation of jΔRNLj with increas-
ing temperature is evidently improved for the LSV devices with Fe5
and Fe10, together with that with Feonly. These results imply that
the decay of the spin transport signals with increasing temperature
in SC devices depends clearly on the FM/SC interface conditions.

B. Correlation between FM/SC conditions and its spin
injection/detection efficiency

Prior to the analysis with Eq. (1), we verify the influence of
temperature on the value of RA/rN for our LSV devices used here,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). When the external temperature is elevated
from 8 to 296 K, the change in RA/rN for all the LSV devices is rel-
atively small in a whole range of temperature. This feature is attrib-
uted to the finely controlled FM/SC Schottky-tunnel properties.31,32

Therefore, Pinj=det is not affected by the changes in RA/rN in the
temperature range.

Figure 4(b) displays the temperature dependence of Pinj=det for
various FM/SC interface conditions, estimated using Eq. (1).
Reflecting the temperature dependence of jΔRNLj in Fig. 3, we also
see the difference in the temperature dependence among LSV

devices with Fe0 or Fe2 and with Fe5 or Fe10 or Feonly. To discuss
the above features, we tentatively refer the tunneling magnetoresis-
tance (TMR) effect in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). When the
external temperature is elevated from low temperatures up to room
temperature, it is well known that the TMR effect in MTJs is gener-
ally degraded. Until now, one of the main mechanisms of the
reduction in the TMR effect with T has been recognized as the
decay of P of the FM electrodes. According to previous works,40,41

the value of P far below Curie temperature is reduced by thermally
excited spin waves in FM electrodes, giving rise to the following
relationship between P and T :

P(T) ¼ P0(1� αT
3
2), (2)

where P0 and α are a spin polarization at absolute zero point and a
decay factor influenced by the thermal excitation, respectively,
which are material-dependent constants. The values of P0 and α
are also sensitive to the contaminations at the surface or the

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of j ΔRNL j for various LSV devices with Fe0,
Fe2, Fe5, Fe10, and Feonly. The inset shows the relative j ΔRNL j normalized by
the data at 8 K.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of (a) RA/rN and (b) Pinj=det. The dashed
curves in (b) are fitted to Eq. (2). The inset in (b) shows the calculated curves
with Eq. (2) and α ¼ 1:4� 10�4 for LSV devices with Fe0 or Fe2.
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interface of FM electrodes and are affected by the interface treat-
ment in MTJs.41 After half-metallic materials such as Co-based
Heusler alloys were utilized as FM electrodes in MTJs,42,43 the tem-
perature dependence of the P0 value was also discussed in detail.
As consequences, it was revealed that the value of P0 depends on
the energy separation between the Fermi energy and the edge of
the valence or conduction band at a finite thermal activation
energy (kBT), where kB is the Boltzmann constant.42,43

Using the T
3
2 law [Eq. (2)], we fit the experimentally obtained

Pinj=det in Fig. 4(b). We notice that the dashed curves are fitting
results with Eq. (2), and we find that for the LSV devices with Fe5,
Fe10, and Feonly, the experimentally obtained Pinj=det can be clearly
fitted to Eq. (2). This means that even for FM–SC heterostructures,
Pinj=det can be interpreted in terms of a model of the thermally
excited spin waves in the FM electrodes, similar to the case of
MTJs.41,43 In addition, we find that the value of P0 is independent
of temperature and the decay factors of α for the LSV devices with
Fe5, Fe10, and Feonly are 1:4� 10�4, 1:3� 10�4, and 1:4� 10�4,
respectively. Since the LSV devices with Fe5 and Fe10 include the
high-quality CFAS layer as the spin injector and detector,26 the
fitting results including temperature-independent P0 shown above
indicate the presence of an adequate energy separation between the
Fermi energy and the conduction or valence band edge like a half
metal.43 However, the values of α for the LSV devices with Fe5 and
Fe10 are four times larger than that for MTJs with CFAS.43 From
these results, we understand that the influence of the FM/SC inter-
faces on the temperature-dependent Pinj=det is relatively large com-
pared to that of FM/insulator/FM interfaces in MTJs on the
temperature-dependent P. For the LSV devices with Fe0 and Fe2,
on the other hand, we cannot fit the temperature dependence of
Pinj=det with Eq. (2) using α ¼ 1:4� 10�4. This means that the
spin-wave excitation model far below Curie temperature is not sat-
isfied with the temperature-dependent Pinj=det for Fe0 and Fe2 from
50 K up to room temperature.

C. Magnetism of FM/SC interfaces

To explore the cause of the difference in the temperature
dependence of Pinj=det among LSV devices with Fe0 or Fe2 and with
Fe5, Fe10, or Feonly, we first focus on interfacial magnetic properties
of CFAS layers on Ge (Fe0/Ge) near the interface. Figure 5(a)
shows the thickness (tCFAS) dependence of the magnetic moment
per area (emu/cm2) of the CFAS layers grown on Ge(111), mea-
sured by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), where the growth
condition of the CFAS layers is the same as those for the LSV
devices used in this study and the grown CFAS layers are capped
by an amorphous Si layer to avoid the surface oxidation. With
decreasing tCFAS, the magnetic moment of the CFAS layer on Ge
(111) linearly decreases and disappears at around tCFAS � 1 nm.
From a linear fitting analysis, the saturation magnetization and
the thickness of a magnetic dead (tdead) layer are estimated to be
�900 emu/cm3 and �0:98 nm, respectively, in which the value of
�900 emu/cm3 is consistent with that in our previous report.13

We now infer that the presence of the magnetic dead layer is
strongly related to the out-diffusion of Ge atoms near the FM/SC
interface, reported in previous works.24,44 These facts imply that

the influence of the structural fluctuation on magnetic properties of
the CFAS layer is remarkable for the LSV devices with Fe0 and Fe2.

To investigate the above features in detail, we perform room
temperature in-plane magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mea-
surements of a 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer grown on Ge (Fe0/Ge),
together with that of a 0.7-nm-thick CFAS layer grown on five to
six atomic layers of Fe (�0:7 nm) on Ge (Fe5/Ge), where a laser
beam of wavelength 670 nm is used. Here, all the samples were also
capped by an amorphous Si layer deposited below 50 �C to prevent
the surface oxidation of the FM layer and the inter-diffusion
between Si and FM layers. This experiment is a relative comparison

FIG. 5. (a) Thickness (tCFAS) dependence of the magnetic moment per area
(emu/cm2) of CFAS layers on Ge(111) at room temperature. The solid line is a
linear fitting curve to the data. Kerr-rotation angle (θk ) as a function of in-plane
magnetic field (Bk) at room temperature for (b) a 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on
Fe0/Ge, (c) a 0.7-nm-thick CFAS layer on Fe5/Ge, (d) an Fe5/Ge layer, and (e)
a 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on MgO.
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of the interfacial magnetic fluctuation between LSV devices with
Fe0 and Fe5. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show Kerr-rotation angle (θk) as
a function of in-plane magnetic field ðBjjÞ at room temperature for
a 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on Fe0/Ge and a 0.7-nm-thick CFAS
layer on Fe5/Ge, respectively. While an evident hysteresis character-
istic is observed for the 0.7-nm-thick CFAS layer on Fe5/Ge, only a
noise-level θk is detected for the 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on
Fe0/Ge. The MOKE results support the absence of the interfacial
magnetic dead layer in the case of the CFAS/Fe5 bilayer on Ge. To
validate this scenario, we also conduct the MOKE measurements
for the other two reference samples, only five to six atomic layers
of Fe (�0:7 nm) on Ge (Fe5/Ge) without growing a 0.7-nm-thick
CFAS layer and only a 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer grown on an MgO
substrate, in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e), respectively. Only a noise-level θk
implying weak ferromagnetism can be seen for the Fe5/Ge layer
while superparamagnetic behavior can clearly be detected for the
1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on MgO. Here, using polar MOKE mea-
surements, we confirmed that the 1.4-nm-thick CFAS layer on
MgO does not show the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (not
shown here). Finally, we also confirmed a noise-level θk implying
weak ferromagnetism for a 0.7-nm-thick CFAS layer even on MgO.
Since the ferromagnetism of ultra-thin films are generally influenced
by the surface and interface effect and/or the surface morphology
effect,45,46 we understand that the evident strong ferromagnetism
are not observed in Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(e) even for MOKE mea-
surements. From these verifications, the ferromagnetism of the
0.7-nm-thick CFAS/Fe5/Ge heterostructure is relatively strong com-
pared to that of the other layers. This means that the hysteretic
MOKE signal in Fig. 5(c) is not derived only from the ferromagne-
tism of the Fe5/Ge layer but from the strong ferromagnetism of the
0.7-nm-thick CFAS/Fe5 bilayer on Ge. Taking into account these
measurements, we conclude that, for the LSV devices with Fe0 and
Fe2, the deviation of the temperature dependence of Pinj=det from the
tendency within a framework of Eq. (2) is caused by the structural
and magnetic fluctuation near the FM/SC interfaces.

Because it is known that highly ordered CFAS bulks have a
high Curie temperature of �980–1100 K,47–49 we can examine the
T

3
2 law for the magnetic moment in this system. In Fig. 6, we

display the temperature dependence of θk for a 0.7-nm-thick
CFAS/Fe5/Ge heterostructure, together with the fitting curve
having θk / (1� αT

3
2).50,51 In a whole range of temperature,

sufficient values of θk are observed. In general, the temperature-
dependent θk is related not only to the temperature-dependent
magnetization but also to the temperature-dependent refractive
index and band structure. However, the temperature dependence of
θk for the 0.7-nm-thick CFAS/Fe5/Ge heterostructure is experimen-
tally consistent with the T

3
2 law of the magnetization, as shown pre-

viously in MTJs.43 Thus, the feature in Fig. 6 can be understood in
the framework of the spin-wave excitation model of the CFAS/Fe5
bilayer. We also infer that the influence of the change in the refrac-
tive index and band structure is sufficiently small for the CFAS/Fe5
bilayer.

Here, the decay factor of α in the θk- T curve is estimated to
be 6:7� 10�5, about half of those for the Pinj=det for the LSV
devices. Namely, the decay of Pinj=det in LSV devices at the FM/SC
interface is slightly rapid compared to that of the magnetic
moment of the layered FM film. We infer that the thermal

fluctuation of the atomic-level magnetic moment just on top of the
FM/SC interface can relatively influence the decay of Pinj=det, as dis-
cussed in MTJs.43 On the other hand, if the ferromagnetism of the
FM layer on top of SC was weak, one could not find the evident T

3
2

law and could see further decreases in Pinj=det shown in inset of
Fig. 4(b). Thus, the achievement of the sufficient ferromagnetism
due to the atomically abrupt FM/SC heterointerface without
forming atomic interdiffusion enables us to understand the temper-
ature dependence of Pinj=det in LSV devices at the FM/SC interface
in this study. In addition, since the FM layer in this study is com-
posed of one of the Co-based Heusler alloys, we should consider
the influence of the structural disorder in the Co-based Heusler
alloy on the temperature-dependent Pinj=det in FM/SC LSV devices.
Actually, recent theoretical studies have already discussed the corre-
lation between the atomic-level disorder including nonstoichiome-
tries in Co-based Heusler alloys and the bulk P with increasing
T .52,53 For high-performance FM–SC hybrid devices above room
temperature, it will be essential to discuss the influence of the
atomic disorder near the interfaces on the temperature-dependent
Pinj=det in future.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the research field of SC-based spintronics, the correlation
between Pinj=det and temperature has not been discussed in FM–SC
hybrid devices because the very small nonlocal spin signals at
higher temperatures have so far prevented the accurate discussion.
In this article, we studied the decay of the nonlocal spin signals
with increasing temperature in FM/SC LSV devices using artificially
controlled FM/SC interfaces. When more than five atomic layers of
Fe were inserted at the FM/SC interfaces, the temperature-dependent
Pinj=det showed an evident T

3
2 law meaning a model of the thermally

excited spin waves in the FM electrodes. For the FM/SC interfaces
with the insufficient insertion of Fe atomic layers, on the other hand,
the decay of Pinj=det was more rapid than the T

3
2 curve. Using

magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements, we found that more than
five atomic layers of Fe inserted between FM and SC enable to

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of θk for a 0.7-nm-thick CFAS layer on
Fe5/Ge, together with the fitting curve having θk / (1� αT

3
2).
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enhance the ferromagnetic nature of the FM/SC heterointerfaces.
Thus, the ferromagnetism in the ultra-thin FM layer just on top of
SC is strongly related to the temperature-dependent spin transport in
SC-based lateral devices. We propose that the sufficient ferromagne-
tism near the FM/SC interface is essential for high-performance
FM–SC hybrid devices above room temperature.
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